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representational learning

every learning system has a representation

the choice of representation has a large effect 
on possibility, speed of learning

input -> representation -> base learner



examples of representations

image -> image features -> nearest-neighbor 
classifier

state -> tile-coding features -> linear td value-
function approximator

state -> logical propositions -> relational rl learner



representation language 
and base learner

choosing these is choosing an important part of the 
rep'n learning setting

but rep'n learning proper works within the setting

rep'n learning proper is a search for rep'ns within 
the rep'n language



canonical example -
 learning polynomial functions

given many pairs (xk, yk)   (supervised learning)

given an initial representation, a mapping from inputs to 
features x -> x1, x2, ..., xn,      each xi ∈ Reals

assuming unknown polynomial target function
e.g.,  y(x) = 2x1 + 4x32 - x4x5x6

create new features (representation learning)  
e.g., xn+1 = x32, xn+2 = x4x5x6

and find weights to form a good approximation:

ŷ(x) = w1x1 + w2x2 + ... + wmxm

e.g., w1=2, wn+1=4, and wn+2=-1



canonical example cont'd - 
learning polynomial functions

representation language = feature vectors

base learner = linear regression or incremental 
gradient descent (LMS)

representation learning = constructing new features 
out of existing features

rep'n learning overcomes limitations of base learner

note that there are exponentially many possible new 
features



goals for rep'n learning

overcoming limitations of base learner

better generalization (faster learning)

discovering structure
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questions about the setting



questions about the setting

is representation learning essentially retrospective?

should the representation be:

low dimensional, or high dimensional?

binary or continuous?

recursive?

sparse?

batch or incremental, online? 



questions about the setting

what should the base learner be

linear?

nearest neighbor?

?

do we need multiple tasks (to do rep'n learning)

where do the multiple tasks come from?



Q#1: is rep’n learning 
inherently retrospective?

is it ‘after the fact’?

do we have to make a good representation, and try 
it, before we can see that it is good?

or can we deliberately create good rep’ns?

is rep’n learning inherently a trial-and-error search 
process?

what is the right word for this: “retrospective”? 
“search”? “discovery”? “generate and test”?



Answer#1: Yes, rep’n learning 
is inherently retrospective

it is in large part generate and test

needs a smart generator and a smart tester

a smart generator performs beam search to generate 
good candidate representations

it knows the neighborhood in which to look, 
but cannot know the direction in which to look



i don't think there is any 
magic to rep’n learning
i don't think there needs to be

we need a decent generator

then we need to recognize when we have stumbled 
upon good features, and keep them

thus rep’n learning is ‘just’ a big accretive search 
problem

e.g., this is the main reason for the continued 
popularity of cascade correlation neural networks



Q#2: Few features or many?

many researchers assume that we seek a low-
dimensional representation (manifold)

similarity between inputs is by their distance in 
the low-dimensional manifold

other researchers know that there is nothing wrong, 
and much good, about very high-dimensional rep’ns

e.g., in Computer Go, in Hearts, in tile coding

similarity between inputs is by the number of 
features that they have in common



Answer#2: Many features, 
but not all treated equally

some features are more salient than others,
generalization is greater along them

let x and y be two feature vectors

let αi be the salience of feature i

then generalization between x and y is according 
to the sum of the saliences of their common 
features:
              sim(x,y) = Σi αixiyi

salience (associability, step size) can be learned



Q#3: Should the features 
be binary or continuous?

should features be basically binary, 0 or 1?

as in tile coding

seems needed for similarity by common features

or should they vary smoothly over a relatively large 
continuous range?

as in the polynomial function example

seems needed for distance-metric measures of 
similarity



A#3: Either is OK, as long as 
the inputs match the outputs 

we want the possibility of multiple, recursively 
generated levels of rep’n

features made from features made from features...

thus each step must retain the type - binary or 
continuous - of the features

This runs against many popular ideas

e.g., tile coding, RBFs, and nearest neighbor are 
typically continuous input, but binarish output



A#3(a): If your base learner 
is online-linear, then probably 

you want binary features
incremental, gradient-descent regression works well 
only if the inputs are in a limited range

you need some kind of nonlinearity in order for new 
features to add representational power

a squashing function (e.g., a threshold) is a simple 
way of achieving both functions

i.e., neural-network-like structure (but not backprop)



why not backprop?
backprop was originally sold as a rep’n learner

but in fact it does the opposite of what you want in 
a generate-and-test rep’n learner

what you want is:

feature found to be good -> keep it, change it less

feature found to be useless -> change it more

backprop does the reverse

cascade-correlation neural nets get this right



Original input Rep'n

First Layer: Expanded Input Representation

Final Output

Last Layer: Simple mapping 
adapted by supervised learning

First Layer:  Complex mapping that is fixed 
or adapted by unsupervised learning

Last Layer: Linear mapping 
adapted by cross-entropy perceptron

First Layer:  Fixed, random mapping

LTU

f

v
ij

wj

N bits:   x1, x2, . . ., xN

M Fixed Random LTUs: y1, y2, . . ., yM

linear base learner
binary to binary
sparse (few hidden LTUs are 1)
many, many features
generate and test

random generator
tested by out-weight wj

could be recursive (add high-
  testing y’s to the x’s)
learning behavior is very much
  like nearest-neighbor methods
  using hamming distance

e.g., a network of linear 
threshold units 
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a breakthrough in 
reinforcement learning (RL)

off-policy TD learning is now straightforward

this (maybe) solves the problem of knowledge - hah!

we need to learn temporally extended knowledge 
(option models, general value functions)

this can be done efficiently only with TD learning 
and off-policy training

and of course we need function approximation

all this has only just been solved (by Hamid Maei, 
Csaba, me, et al.)



TD learning is now 
straightforward

as straightforward as supervised learning

convergent off-policy (new)

convergent with smooth non-linear FA (new)

gradient descent to a local minimum

control still has challenges, open questions



now that TD learning with function approximation 
is 'solved' as well as supervised learning is

the bottleneck shifts

to choice of representations, features

to almost the same problem as has been 
studied in supervised learning for 50 years



we don’t want to be batch

because we have a use for improvements in rep’n 
as soon as we can find them

because we want to handle nonstationarity

we have a natural source of multiple tasks

knowledge!  learning to predict everything

some will be easy, some hard

effectively a sequence of tasks of graded difficulty

rep’n learning in RL is a 
little different



the RLAI architecture has 
two parts

the reactive part contains all the things that must 
run at the fastest rate of agent-environment 
interaction

e.g., in the critterbot, this is 100 times a second

the agent’s state rep’n must be updated this fast

the deliberative part is slower, accumulative

responsible for planning, cognition

we will not consider this part any further today



agent state
updated at the fast time scale

used to select actions (input to the policy)

used to estimate value (input to the value function)

used to update itself (input to state-update 
function)

all this must be done at the fastest possible time 
scale, i.e., as part of the reactive part

agent state represents a critical architectural 
commitment, yet seems necessary



agent-state update
the agent-state update function maps current agent 
state, action, and observation to the new agent state:

st+1 = u(st, at, ot+1)

state update could be bayesian.
but maybe should not, because it must be very fast

state update could keep a history of recent actions 
and observations, but maybe should not, because the 
use of state must be very fast as well

agent-state update = perception = representation

learning state update = rep’n learning = perceptual 
learning



Agent state is the fast part 
of the agent’s memory
not the learned parameters

not the eligibility traces

not anything stored to support planning, deliberation

just the memory updated and needed at the fast 
time scale

i.e., to generate behavior and to make value and 
other predictions



parallel prediction demons
a great many other predictions are made on every 
time step, e.g., 

relatively short term predictions of what is about 
to happen

predictions of option outcomes, including predictive 
state representations and models of the world’s 
dynamics used for planning

we conceive of these as a vast hoard of demons, one 
per predictive question, all operating in parallel, 
constantly making and learning their predictions

using the new off-policy learning algs



demons can construct policies as well as predict their 
outcomes

subgoal-oriented actor-critic demons seem natural

the policy and value function can be considered as 
just another demon

learning of all the fast processes (policy, value, state 
update, demons) must also occur at the fast rate

all of this is totally independent of any deliberative 
process using demon predictions for planning

more on demons
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the reactive part of the architecture

st st+1

at ot

demonst

state update

the demons don’t 
directly affect the 
state-update function

but they can provide 
a reason for changing 
state update

they can provide a 
large set of tasks

a feature good for 
one demon might also 
be good for another



remarks

i.e., the demons can act as a tester to drive rep’n 
learning

the demons can also drive behavior

computational curiosity - reward actions that 
enable the demons to make progress in learning



state update = perception

state update is how we maintain a representation of 
the world

but state is not exactly that representation

it includes all information needed to maintain the 
representation

which will be more

the perceptual state rep’n used for learning, 
generalization, and similarity will in general be a 
subset of the agent state



salience

suppose the state representation comprises a number 
of features

let each feature i have a salience, ai in Reals, 
determining generalization as described earlier



support and hotness

state components (features) may be valuable because 
they are salient, or because they are used to 
construct features that are salient

thus valuableness can be propagated from component 
to component

we say that salient states are “hot”, and hotness 
propagates by supporting relationships

perhaps with a little friction, so that mutually 
supporting but non-salient components die off



demons as testers

the demons can act as testers of the utility of state 
rep’n components

the demons can support the creation of a component 
either by directly using the component, or by giving 
it a high salience

the new off-policy algorithms can be used to 
learn the former

step-size learning algorithms such as IDBD and 
descendants can be used to learn salience



demons as generators - 
imprinting

(i don’t have very good ideas for generation)

one idea, though, is to imprint new features on time 
steps of high demon error

if error is low on a time step, then do nothing

if error is high, then try to make a feature that 
responds preferentially and distinctly to that time 
step

such a feature will help you reduce demon 
error in the future
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